29th International Workshop on Principles of Diagnosis
27-30 August 2018, Warsaw, Poland
DX’18 PROGRAM

• 51 attendees
• 26 DX-Safeprocess Joint attendees

- Technical program
  • 2 invited talks
  • technical papers from 17 countries
  • 25 oral presentations
  • 12 posters

- Social program
  • Tuesday afternoon
  • Wednesday evening
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29th Workshop on Principles of Diagnosis, 27-30 August, Warsaw, Poland
Co-location with SAFEPROCESS’18

- Wednesday is a joint day
  - all Safeprocess technical sessions are open to DX attendees
  - the DX session is open to Safeprocess attendees

- Safeprocess Welcome Reception on Tuesday 18h-20h
  - All DX attendees are invited
  - Wednesday evening

www.safeprocess18.uz.zgora.pl
• 2 DX invited talks
• 1 Safeprocess plenary talk
• 2 Safeprocess semi-plenary talks
• 8 technical sessions: 2 every day
• 15 Safeprocess technical sessions on Wednesday
• 1 poster session
DX’18 SOCIAL PROGRAM: TUESDAY

• 2 activities to choose from (14h-18h)
  • Invisible exhibition: a unique interactive journey into the invisible world, where you can try out, how to cope in everyday situations without the help of sight – only by the sense of hearing, smell, balance... Exercise your senses! Trust us in the dark!
  • Escape room: locked in a room with your team, you will have an hour to solve puzzles and escape!

• Safeprocess Welcome Reception (18h-20h)

Please find your name on the table that will be circulated and mark your preferred activity before the end of today’s sessions!
DX’18 SOCIAL PROGRAM: TUESDAY

Escape Room:
• Quest Hunt
• 5 mns walk from venue
• Wilcza 66/68
• Two groups: 14:00 and 15:30
• Go by yourself: we meet there
• Arrive 15 minutes before the start of the game
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Invisible Exhibition:
• about 20 mns walk from venue
• Al. Jerozolimskie 123A
• Three groups: 14:45, 15:00 and 15:15
• Arrive 15 minutes before the start of the group
• We meet at University building main door: 14.00
• Wear comfortable shoes!
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Safeprocess Welcome Reception 18-20
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DX’18 SOCIAL PROGRAM: WEDNESDAY EVENING

• Small tour of an historical garden of Warsaw (18:30h-19:30h)
• 19:30 DX’18 dinner in a fancy restaurant
• Górnośląska 24
• We meet at University building main door: 18:40
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WELCOME
and have a good
time!!